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MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR
Markets are an important mechanism for 
mutually advantageous cooperation between 
individuals, firms, and other economic agents. 
In many cases market mechanisms work 
extremely well, delivering outcomes that 
are efficient, welfare enhancing and socially 
desirable. There are however many cases 
where market mechanisms do not work well, 
or at all, but with some careful attention to 
design or regulation they may be induced to 

do so. Correcting such market failure can then lead to substantial welfare 
gains. This is the mission of the Centre for Market design.

The Centre is a collaboration between Government and the University 
to bring together a creative group of policy experts, economic theorists, 
experimental economists and econometricians to work on a range of 
important and intractable policy problems. These problems range from 
congestion in ports to designing auctions to allocate offshore resource 
exploration rights to improving the way that kidney exchanges work.

This document reports on the first year of operation of the Centre. By 
any measure, I think we have done well. The Centre itself has been 
established as a working entity, housed in handsome new premises within 
the Department of Economics at the University of Melbourne. A high level 
of partnership is already established between the academic community 
and the policy community, including but going beyond the University of 
Melbourne, the Commonwealth Treasury, and the Victorian Department 
of Treasury and Finance. A range of policy projects have been initiated, 
and there has already been significant success in a number of these, 
moving in some cases to early stages of implementation. More information 
on the policy research portfolio is provided below in the report of the 
Deputy Director - Policy, Gary Stoneham. The Centre, and its associated 
researchers, has also been very productive in fostering and publishing 
fundamental research. More detail on what the Centre has done, and the 
publications of our research affiliates, can be found in the Report of the 
Deputy Director - Research, Simon Loertscher. I would like to thank Gary 
and Simon, and also the Centre Business Manager Jacqui Randall, for their 
great contribution.

The challenge for the coming year will be to consolidate, and to continue 
to expand our portfolio and the range of institutions with which we work. 
It is already evident that the range of problems on which we could usefully 
work is very large. Building capacity, within both the Universities and 
within Government, will be very important. This will be one of our main 
priorities in the coming year.

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the Centre are

•	 	to	undertake	research	in	market	design	and	its	associated	academic	
disciplines, and to publish in high quality refereed academic journals;

•	 	to	support	an	innovative	microeconomic	policy	agenda	and	the	solution	
of significant social and economic problems through the design of policy 
mechanisms which rely on fundamental and applied economic research; 
and

•	 	to	build	capability	in	market	design	and	experimental	economics	in	
participating universities and jurisdictions.

In support of these primary objectives the Centre will

•	 	create	collaborative	linkages	between	researchers	and	policy	experts;

•	 	provide	access	to	research	infrastructure	and	experimental	economics	
laboratory facilities;

•	 	provide	access	to	a	worldwide	network	of	expertise	and	advice	on	
market design issues;

•	 	train	a	new	generation	of	researchers	and	policy	experts	in	market	
design and its supporting disciplines; and

•	 	show	leadership	in	market	design	and	its	application	to	policy	within	
Australia and internationally.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Centre Programs:
Basic research: basic research and scientific publication intended 
to build capability in economic design in Australia;

Thematic research: thematic research into complex policy 
problems identified and approved by the Board;

Policy design: input to policy design including scoping and framing 
policy problems, mechanism design and experimental testing of 
policy mechanisms;

Capacity building: capability building including delivering training 
sessions to public sector employees and providing internships and 
scholarships for students;

Communication and collaboration: communication, networking 
and activities to facilitate academic collaboration.
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2. FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH

REPORT BY DEPUTY DIRECTOR  
– RESEARCH
The CMD has two overarching objectives, of equal importance. The first is 
to support fundamental research in the discipline. The second is to support 
policy research and implementation. I report here on our activities and 
achievements against the first of these objectives.

The CMD supports research through several mechanisms. First of all, 
it contributes directly to support the salary costs of economists whose 
research is directly relevant to the Centre. In 2012-13 we fully supported 
the salary cost of one level B position in Economic Theory. In addition, 
through the generous contribution of the Melbourne Energy Institute (MEI), 
matched by equal Faculty funding, we supported a second position in 
Energy Economics. We would like to thank the MEI for their contribution, 
which has laid the foundation for an active and fruitful research 
collaboration between the CMD and the MEI.

Secondly, the CMD contributes by funding seminars, workshops and 
mini-courses. Details of these events are set out below. Thirdly, it makes a 
contribution to the Department’s Economic Theory and Experiments Seminar 
(ETES) to support academic visitors. Details of these are below as well.

The CMD has established a group of affiliated academic economists in 
the Department of Economics and at the Melbourne Business School who 
undertake fundamental research on topics that are of core interest to the 
CMD such as regulatory economics, the economics of innovation, law and 
economics, implementation theory, mechanism design, and contract theory. 
These CMD affiliates are the backbone for the academic expertise the 
CMD and the project it sponsors and/or initiates rely on. Over the past year, 
CMD affiliates have published papers, or have had their papers accepted, 
in the American Economic Review, the Journal of Political Economy, 
the Journal of Economic Theory (2), the International Economic Review, 
and Science. This is an enormous success and proof of the world-class 
academic expertise present within the CMD and its affiliates. Moreover, 
CMD affiliates have published papers, or have had their papers accepted, 
in internationally renowned academic journals including Economics 
Letters, Economic Theory, the European Economic Review, the Journal of 
Economic Behaviour and Organisation, the Journal of Industrial Economics, 
the Journal of Mathematical Economics, Management Science, and the 
Review of Economic Design. It is also important to note that various papers 
by CMD affiliates are now at a stage where the prospect for publication in 
prestigious journals such as the Review of Economic Studies, the RAND 
Journal of Economics, the International Economic Review, the Journal of 
the European Economic Association and Games and Economic Behaviour, 
is promising. The CMD affiliates have presented their ongoing research 
papers at numerous academic conferences and workshops both in Australia 
and overseas. 
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MATCHING MARKETS IN ACTION
Key to symbols

HLA compatibility 10% HLA compatibility 49%

HLA compatibility 38% HLA compatibility 3%

A. Kidney exchange

B. Kidney exchange with matching markets
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ACADEMIC VISITORS PROGRAM
The Centre for Market Design provided funding to support the Economic 
Theory and Experiment Seminar (ETES) Series in the Department of 
Economics and allowed for the extended visits of Professor Tayfun Sönmez 
(Boston College) and Professor Lones Smith (University of Wisconsin). 
Professors Sönmez and Smith are two of the most distinguished experts on 
matching and matching markets and they provided mini-courses for staff, 
students and government staff in 2012 and 2013 respectively. A detailed 
description of the mini-courses is provided below. 

ETES Speakers included: 

Carlo Cambini, Polytechnic of Torino, “Investment and Capital Structure of 
Partially Private Regulated Firms”, 10 Aug 2012 .

Andrew McLennan, University of Queensland, “Some People Never Learn, 
Rationally”, 17 Aug 2012.  

Andras Niedermayer , University of Mannheim, “Fee-Setting Mechanisms: 
On Optimal Pricing by Intermediaries and Indirect Taxation”, 24 Aug 2012.  

Benjamin Hermalin, University of California at Berkeley, “Unobserved 
Investment, Endogenous Quality, and Trade”, 07 Sep 2012.  

Michael Rapp, ANU, “Observational Learning with Position Uncertainty”, 14 
Sep 2012.  

Shino Takayama, University of Queensland, “A Theory of Market Price 
Manipulation”, 28 Sep 2012.  

Luciana Fiorini, University of Western Australia, “Equilibrium Indeterminacy 
in a Model of Constrained Financial Markets”, 12 Oct 2012.  

Jonathan Newton, University of Sydney, “Tipping Points: Coalitions and the 
Speed of Step by Step Evolution”, Fri, 19 Oct 2012.  

Satoru Takahashi, Princeton and National University of Singapore, 
“Contagion and Uninvadability in Social Networks with Bilingual Option”, 
26 Oct 2012.  

Jayant V. Ganguli, University of Essex, “The Pricing Effects of Ambiguous 
Private Information”, 23 Nov 2012.

Imogen Halstead, University of Melbourne, “Endogenous Expertise in 
Learning Networks”, 30 Nov 2012.  

Konrad Stahl, University of Mannheim, “Strategic Backward Integration”, 
08 Mar 2013.  

Larry Epstein, Boston University, “Bayesian Inference and Non-Bayesian 
Prediction and Choice: Foundations and an Application to Entry Games with 
Multiple Equilibria”, 11 Mar 2013.  

Arthur Campbell, Yale University, “A Model of Buzz and Advertising”, 15 
Mar 2013.  

Hongyi Li, UNSW, “Developing Shared Knowledge”, 22 Mar 2013.  

Francis Bloch, Ecole Polytechnique, “Pricing in Social Networks”, 28 Mar 
2013.  

Lones Smith, University of Wisconsin, “Greed, Fear and Rushes”, 05 Apr 
2013.  

Gerd Muehlheusser, University of Hamburg, “Repeated Selection with 
Heterogeneous Individuals and Relative Age Effects”, 17 Apr 2013.  

Oleksii Birulin, University of Sydney, “On Cost Overruns in Procurement with 
Budget Constrained Contractors”, 19 Apr 2013.  

Luba Petersen, Simon Fraser University, “The Expectations Channel of 
Monetary Policy: Experimental Evidence”, 26 Apr 2013.  

John Wooders, University of Technology Sydney, “Dynamic Markets for 
Lemons: Performance, Liquidity, and Policy Intervention”, 03 May 2013.  

Bettina Klaus, University of Lausanne, “Strategy-Proofness makes the 
Difference: Deferred-Acceptance with Responsive Priorities”, 17 May 2013. 

Utku Unver, Boston College, 31 May 2013.  
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MINI-COURSES AND WORKSHOPS
The Centre has held a number of workshops and mini-courses in 2012-
13. The events were well attended by government officials, research 
higher degree students, industry representatives and researchers from 
the University of Melbourne and other institutions. Through partnerships 
with groups such as the Melbourne Energy Institute around energy market 
problems the Centre has been able to explore specific market issues with 
the key academic and industry participants in the target sector. 

Structural Econometrics Workshop 

Dr David Byrne (University of Melbourne) and Assistant Professor Arvind 
Magesan (University of Calgary) presented a four day workshop on the 
empirical methods of structural econometrics that are particularly useful 
for the welfare analysis of alternative policies. The workshop, held in May 
2012, was attended by 35 participants including PhD students, Business 
and  Economics researchers and Commonwealth Treasury staff. 

Matching Markets Mini-course

Professor Tayfun Sönmez, (Boston College), a leading scholar in the field 
of matching markets, presented a four day mini-course on matching theory 
and its applications in July 2012. Professor Sönmez discussed matching 
theory and its wide range of applications, including kidney exchanges, 
matching students to schools and children to child care and kindergarten 
slots.  The mini-course was jointly hosted with Deakin University. It 
was attended by representatives from State Government (Department 
of Treasury and Finance, Department of Education and Early Childhood 
Development, Department of Sustainability and Environment, Department 
of Premier and Cabinet), Commonwealth Government (Productivity 
Commission), and PhD students from several Universities. 

Procurement auctions workshop

Dr Veronika Nemes, and Mr Blair Cleave (Department of Treasury 
and Finance) presented an experimental economics session in which 
participants bid in a range of different auctions to illustrate the role of 
auction design in procurement.  The workshop was attended by 35 Public 
Servants from State Government Services and Legal divisions.

Key priorities in energy market research – joint Centre for Market 
Design and Melbourne Energy Institute workshop

In partnership with the Melbourne Energy Institute the Centre for Market 
Design held a two-day workshop on energy economics and electricity 
markets in August 2012. The Workshop brought together researchers in 
economics, engineering, and the social and physical sciences, key energy 
sector representatives (including producers, distributors and market 
agencies), and representatives from State and Federal Treasury and Finance 
to help identify some of the key problems and opportunities faced by 
Australia’s energy market and shape research strategies to address them. 

International energy market design experts, Professor John Ledyard 
(Caltech), and Jim Bushnell (University of California), outlined significant 
developments in energy market research, focusing on key lessons from 
the USA, and an expert panel of Australian researchers, energy industry 
representatives and policy makers discussed the local context.  

The workshop was attended by representatives from Commonwealth 
Government (Treasury, Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism, 
Productivity Commission, Australian Competition & Consumer Commission), 
State Government (Department of Treasury and Finance, Department of 
Primary Industries), researchers from a wide range of Universities, Energy 
providers and regulators and environmental agencies.

Mini-course in Search and Matching.

Professor Lones Smith (University of Wisconsin) presented a mini-course 
in March 2013 that provided an overview of classic and recent work on the 
economics of decentralized matching markets. It started with the classic 
benchmark pairwise matching models introduced in Nobel Prize winning 
papers by Gale and Shapley and Becker. It then explored how these 
paradigms have been enriched with two sorts of realistic frictions: search 
and incomplete information. 
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PUBLICATIONS
Recent publications by researchers affiliated with the Centre for 
Market Design:

Artemov G, Kunimoto T & Serrano R. Robust Virtual Implementation: 
Toward a Reinterpretation of the Wilson doctrine. Journal of Economic 
Theory. (forthcoming 2013).

Baker S & Mezzetti C. 2012. A Theory of Rational Jurisprudence. Journal of 
Political Economy. 120 (3): 513-551.

Bardsley P, Erkal N, Nikiforakis N & Wilkening T. 2013. Recursive Contracts, 
Firm Longevity and Rat Races: Theory and Experimental Evidence. European 
Economic Review. 61: 217-231. 

Cameron L, Erkal N, Ganghadharan L & Meng X. 2013. Little Emperors: 
Behavioral Impacts of China’s One Child Policy. Science. 339(6122):  
953-957. 

Celen B & Hyndman K. 2012. Social Learning through Endogenous 
Information Acquisition: An Experiment. Management Science.  
58(8): 1525–1548.

Celen B & Ozerturk S. 2012. Acquisition of Information to Diversify 
Contractual Risk. International Economic Review. 53(1): 133–156

Celen B & Hyndman K. 2012. An Experiment of Social Learning with 
Endogenous Timing. Review of Economic Design. 16(2-3): 251-268

Celen B. Informativeness of Experiments for MEU. 2012. Journal of 
Mathematical Economics. 48(6): 404–406

Chillemi O& Mezzetti C. Optimal procurement mechanisms: bidding on price 
and damages for breach. Economic Theory (forthcoming 2013).

Deck C & Erkal N. An Experimental Analysis of Dynamic Incentives to Share 
Knowledge. Economic Inquiry, (forthcoming 2013).

de Fontenay CC & Gans JS. .Bilateral Bargaining with Externalities. Journal 
of Industrial Economics (forthcoming 2013).

Fehr E, Herz H & Wilkening T. 2013. The Lure of Authority: Motivation and 
Incentive Effects of Power. American Economic Review. 103(4): 1325-59.

Loertscher S. Rock-scissors-paper and evolutionarily stable strategies. 
2013. Economics Letters. 118: 473-474.

Loertscher S & Marx LM. 2013. Economics and the efficient allocation 
of spectrum licenses. In T. Alpcan T, Boche H, Honig ML & Poor HV (eds), 
Mechanisms and Games for Dynamic Spectrum Access. Cambridge, United 
Kingdom: Cambridge University Press.

Mezzetti C & Renou L. 2012. Implementation in mixed Nash equilibrium. 
Journal of Economic Theory. 147(6): 2357-2375.

Nikiforakis N, Noussair CN & Wilkening T. 2012.Normative Conflict & 
Feuds: The Limits of Self-Enforcement. Journal of Public Economics.  
96(9-10):797-807. 

Stoneham G, O’Keefe A, Eigenraam M & Bain D. 2012 Creating physical 
environmental asset accounts from markets for ecosystem conservation. 
Ecological Economics. 82: 114-122.

Warren P & Wilkening T. Regulatory Fog: The Informational Origins of 
Regulatory Persistence. Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization. 
84(3): 840-856
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REPORT BY DEPUTY DIRECTOR  
– POLICY
Advances in micro-economic theory have profound implications for the 
way Governments implement policy objectives.  By applying the disciplines 
of game theory, information economics and incentive design to policy 
problems, a new generation of policy mechanisms is emerging including: 
designed auctions; matching markets; smart markets; and incentive 
compatible contracts.  At the Centre for Market Design we connect 
leading academics with real-world policy problems to design, test and 
implement tailor-made solutions.  Under the policy projects program, our 
aim is to develop policy mechanisms that achieve the stated objectives of 
Government but which embody the efficiency properties normally observed 
in markets. 

3. POLICY PROJECTS

POLICY INITIATIVE UNIVERSITIESGOVERNMENT 
AGENCIESCMD BOARD

ANALYSIS & 
DIAGNOSIS  

BASIC RESEARCH

THEMATIC RESEARCH

CAPACITY BUILDING

NETWORKING

INCUBATION

SCOPING, FEASIBILITY, 
DEMONSTRATION 

PROJECTS

MATCHMAKING,  
SUPERVISION, ADVICE 

DESIGN

TESTING

IMPLEMENTATION

EVALUATION
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MATCHING MARKETS
The 2013 Nobel Prize in economics was awarded to Lloyd Shapley and 
Alvin Roth for developing the theoretical basis for matching markets.  
Matching markets are relevant where Government specifically wishes to 
allocate goods and services through non-monetary preferences.  There are 
numerous public policy applications for matching markets that could make a 
material difference to the welfare of many Australians.  For example, well-
designed matching markets could: save lives through improved matching of 
kidney donors to recipients; lead to better and simpler matching of students 
to schools and children to child-care/kindergarten vacancies; improve 
utilization of the stock of public housing; and lead to more productive 
placement of employees within firms and organisations.  The Centre for 
Market Design has made significant progress toward building awareness 
and understanding of matching market theory and its application to public 
policy problems.  

Kidney Exchange
The Centre is working with administrators of the Australian Kidney 
Exchange to develop a new matching market algorithm that will optimize 
live-donor kidney paired donation.  A second objective of the project is to 
identify reforms in the regulatory and operational environment needed to 
support the kidney matching market.

Childcare 
Modern matching market algorithms are generally not employed in the 
childcare sector in Australia giving rise to inconvenient travel arrangements 
for parents, delays in placement of children, and in some situations reduced 
workforce participation.  The Centre has initiated a policy project to design 
and demonstrate the benefits of employing improved matching algorithms 
in the childcare sector.  

Graduate Matching Market
Matching market theory can also be applied to improve the placement 
of employees within firms and organizations.  The Centre is assisting the 
Victorian Public Service to design and implement a matching market for the 
Graduate Recruitment and Development Rotation Program. 
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MARKET DESIGN
In some sectors of the economy, markets have not evolved or there may be 
transaction complexities that cause them to operate inefficiently. In these 
sectors there can be opportunities to design new institutions that address 
the underlying causes of market failure.  

Human Services
Governments devote significant resources to providing disability and other 
human services.   One of the more challenging policy projects of the Centre 
is to investigate whether it is possible to apply a market design approach 
to the disability and human services sector.   Initial research, based on one 
specific human service program (the Students with Disabilities Transport 
Program), suggests that there is scope to improve the way human services 
might be organized.  This project will design and test the economic 
efficiency properties of a decentralized approach to matching the transport 
needs of disabled students with suppliers of transport services.  

Energy Markets 
The Centre for Market Design is actively building capability in energy 
market design.  Important links have been established between the Centre 
for Market Design and the Melbourne Energy Institute to identify market 
structure problems in the electricity sector and to undertake research 
needed to address these problems.  The Centre has commenced a new 
policy project to examine the interaction between smart meters and 
real-time pricing in competitive retail electricity markets.  The project will 
examine the impact of retailers’ strategies to base customer charges on 
individual energy consumption patterns. This project will focus on search 
costs, customer poaching, averse selection and market unravelling to 
explore the potential market impacts of revealing customer costs through 
smart meters.  This project will contribute to the design of an effective 
regulatory environment in a changing electricity market.   
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AUCTION DESIGN
Auctions are becoming a widely used mechanism for allocating access to 
Crown resources and for designing procurement processes. The Centre works 
with Government agencies to design and implement tailor-made auctions. 

Procurement  
Procurement is one of the important applications of market design.  
Governments, such as Brazil, have demonstrated that significant savings 
can be made by harnessing competition in procurement processes.  With 
expertise in auction design and contract design, the Centre is well placed 
to assist Australian Governments realize cost savings in procurement.  In 
partnership with the Strategic Sourcing Group in the Victorian Department 
of Treasury and Finance, the Centre has designed a new approach to 
procure electricity for Government establishments.  This project has also 
identified broader reform issues relevant to Government procurement.  

Offshore Petroleum Acreage Allocation
In 2013, the Centre completed a major project for the Commonwealth 
Government to design a cash bidding system to allocate mature offshore 
petroleum acreage.  The Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism 
will draw on this work for the 2014 Acreage Release Program.  The Centre 
has also provided the Commonwealth with advice on issues relevant to a 
more fundamental re-design of the auction of offshore exploration permits 
beyond 2014.   

Port Reform
Research completed at the Centre for Market Design has identified 
mechanisms that might assist container ports improve productivity. The Centre 
is in a position to progress this research through a series of simulations 
and policy experiments designed to compare the efficiency properties of 
the proposed mechanisms with existing institutions employed to dispatch 
containers. The long term goal for the project is to develop a mechanism to 
improve allocation of truck container pickup slots and pilot this at a major port. 

OTHER POLICY PROJECTS 

Environmental Accounts
Victoria has completed pioneering work to design and create markets for 
environmental goods and services.  One of the spin-offs from this work has 
been the ability to populate selected environmental accounts.  In this field, 
the Centre has contributed to: a United Nations committee on ecosystem 
valuation methodologies for the System of Environmental and Economic 
Accounts (SEEA); supported the creation of a Land Account for Victoria (in 
partnership with the Australian Bureau of Statistics); and developed an 
experimental Environmental Stock Account at the state level. 
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Centre for Market Design Government capability building activities 

Commonwealth 

Treasury Game Theory, Experimental Economics, and Market Design July 2012

Matching Theory – presented by Professor Tayfun Sönmez July 2012

Finance Reshaping the provision of Government services August 2012

Department of Sustainability, Environment,  
Water, Population and Communities

Economic design and the environment August 2012

Victoria

Department of Treasury and Finance – Treasury Board The Centre for Market Design  June 2012

Department of Treasury and Finance – Tax and Intergovernmental 
Relations 

The Centre for Market Design  June 2012

Department of Treasury and Finance – Briefing Series The Centre for Market Design  August 2012

Department of Treasury and Finance – Budget and Financial 
Management

Market based instruments May 2012

Department of Treasury and Finance – Corporate Strategy and 
Services 

Market based solutions and DTF Strategic Plan   August 2012

Department of Education and Early Childhood Development – 
Executive

Discussion of market-based approaches July 2012 

Department of Education and Early Childhood Development – General Economic design – application to public policy July 2012

Department of Primary Industries The Centre for Market Design      June 2012

Department of Sustainability and Environment The Centre for Market Design      June 2012

Victorian Public Service
The role of information and incentives in regulation –
Professor Stephen King

March 2013

Victorian Government Procurement Board
Design of Government procurement processes – Professor 
Peter Bardsley

February 2013

Library Services What is market design? – Mr Gary Stoneham February 2013

Project Control Board (Department of Treasury and Finance) Electricity procurement design – Professor Peter Bardsley January 2013

Professional Graduate Economist Module (Department of Treasury 
and Finance) 

Economic design and public policy – Mr Blair Cleave &  
Dr Veronika Nemes

October 2012

NSW 

Treasury – Executive The Centre for Market Design      July 2012

Treasury & Department of Premier and Cabinet Economic design – application to public policy problems July 2012

Inter-Government
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4. GOVERNANCE

The Centre for Market Design (CMD) is a joint undertaking, set up by 
agreement between the Commonwealth Treasury (CT), the Victorian 
Department of Treasury and Finance (DTF), and the University of Melbourne 
(UoM). It is hosted by the Department of Economics at the University of 
Melbourne. The Centre was inaugurated on the 12th of April 2012.

Day to day administration of the Centre is delegated to an executive made up 
of the Centre Director, a Deputy Director - Research, Simon Loertscher (UoM), 
and a Deputy Director - Policy, Gary Stoneham (DTF).

The Centre has an annual cash budget of around $600,000, contributed 
approximately equally by each of the Founding Members, and has access to 
in-kind resource valued at around $1m. The Centre employs only a minimal 
staff, and is resourced principally through the in-kind commitments of staff 
and other resources made by the Founding Members. In addition, it can make 
agreements with institutions and individuals, including individuals from other 
universities, can undertake joint projects with other agencies, and can buy in 
research and policy support services from outside the Centre.

THE CENTRE BOARD
The Centre is governed by a Board, comprising one representative of each 
of the Founding Members. Certain decisions are reserved for the Founding 
Members, and require their unanimous agreement. These reserved 
decisions are:

•	 	appointment	and	removal	of	the	Centre	Director	and	Deputy	Directors;

•	 	appointment	and	removal	of	a	Chair	of	the	Governing	Board,	together	with	
any relevant terms and conditions of appointment;

•	 	approval	of	the	Work	Program;

•	 	approval	of	the	Budget;

•	 	appointment	or	removal	of	additional	members	of	the	Governing	Board	
together with any relevant terms and conditions of appointment;

•	 	the	admission	of	new	jurisdictions,	universities	or	other	parties	to	the	
agreement, and the terms on which they may be admitted.

The Board plays a very important role as a communication channel with 
Government and as a source of expert advice to the Centre.  As the Board 
includes senior Treasury officials at both a federal and state level, it is 
able to identify, refer and to facilitate access for the CMD to appropriate 
government and industry contacts.  Prominent international and national 
market design Professors sit on the Board, working collaboratively and 
providing their expert feedback, helping to direct, strengthen and shape the 
Centre’s research program.

Professor Nilss Olekalns – Chair, Deputy Dean (Faculty), Business and 
Economics, The University of Melbourne

Professor Peter Bardsley – Director, Centre for Market Design, Professor, 
Department of Economics, The University of Melbourne

Mr Grant Hehir – Secretary, Department of Treasury and Finance (Victoria)

Mr Nigel Ray – Executive Director, Fiscal Group, The Treasury (Federal)

Professor Stephen King – Professor of Economics, Monash University

Professor George J. Mailath, Walter H. Annenberg – Professor in the 
Social Sciences, University of Pennsylvania

Professor Charles R. Plott, Edward S. Harkness – Professor of Economics 
and Political Science, California Institute of Technology

Professor William Schworm – Professor and Presiding Member, 
Australian School of Business, University of New South Wales

New members may be appointed to the Board, on the recommendation of 
the Director and the approval of the Founding Members. Apart from reserved 
decisions, Board decisions require a two thirds majority including at least two 
Founding Members. The Board must meet at least twice per year, and may 
meet remotely (eg. by Skype or teleconference).
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Financial Statement of Income and Expenditure for the period 12 April 2012 to 31 March 2013

Income $ (ex GST)

Grants received from Department of Treasury & Finance - ACT 205,000.00 

Grants received from Department of Treasury & Finance - Victoria 300,000.00 

Interest earned 8,593.21 

University Contribution 350,000.00 

Total Income for the reporting period 863,593.21 

Expenditure
Salaries and On-costs 123,142.65

Contracted Services 193,292.95

Consumables and Supplies 4,596.69

Travel and Accommodation 29,233.20

Infrastructure Related Expenses 3,049.36

Expensed Assets 2,721.81

Grants -

Scholarship & student related costs -

Total Expenditure for the reporting period 356,036.66

Surplus/ (Deficit) for the reporting period 507,556.55 

Project balance as at 31 March 2013 507,556.55 



NOTES
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